Software CEM®
Advanced Continuous Emissions Monitoring
Market and Industry Leadership

Rockwell Automation was first-to-market with the introduction of the patented Software CEM in and is an example of its commitment to innovation. With more than 270 installations, each requiring yearly certification, Software CEM has achieved a track record of 100% compliance. Rockwell Automation maintains a leadership position in mandated emissions monitoring with unparalleled experience, knowledge and value-based solutions.

The Rockwell Automation engineers and technical staff have an industry recognized reputation for meeting objectives on-time and helping companies minimize environmental compliance monitoring, record-keeping and reporting costs.
The Challenges

Companies are required to meet the continuous emissions monitoring requirements of local, state, national and global regulations and trading programs. These requirements include periodic accuracy verification as well as near 100% monitor uptime. As regulations continually become more stringent many industries and processes that were once exempt now find themselves required to account for their impact on the environment. Implementing a monitoring system must meet these regulatory demands while also being cost effective to operate and maintain.

Software Solution to a Hardware Challenge

The Rockwell Automation Software CEM is a patented, model-based, Predictive Emissions Monitoring System (PEMS) that provides a certifiable, cost effective solution as an alternative to hardware based Continuous Emissions Monitoring Systems (CEMS). Powered by the Pavilion8® software platform, Software CEM provides a highly reliable emissions monitoring solution to meet or surpass regulatory requirements world-wide. Software CEM utilizes powerful analytic models of the emissions source with real-time sensor validation to provide predictive emission values with unparalleled accuracy.

Software CEM: A Model-based Approach

Software CEM utilizes the Pavilion8 Model Analytic Engine to provide highly accurate measurements of NOx, CO, CO2, green house gas and other emissions as an alternative to costly hardware based CEMS. The Software CEM system continuously monitors emissions by means of an online model using historical and real-time source data. The Rockwell Automation hybrid modeling technology incorporates nonlinear empirical models as well as first principles knowledge to provide the most accurate emissions prediction available in the compliance industry. They are executed online to provide real-time predictions of emissions from a wide range of sources and fuels. These composite models incorporate the effects of operating and ambient conditions on emissions to provide a robust compliance monitoring system for years to come. The Software CEM is a dynamic system that predicts emissions even in the extreme operating ranges of the unit. It can be used for a wide range of different unit operations including boilers, gas turbines, furnaces, reciprocating engines, dryers, heaters, regenerative and conventional thermal oxidizers.

Sensor Validation for Unsurpassed Accuracy and Reliability

Achieving the regulatory agency-mandated up-time with a PEMS for demonstration of continuous compliance requires the ability to continue to operate in the event of sensor failure. This requires a methodology for detecting sensor failures, and, if possible, compensating for those failures. This function is easily achieved with the Software CEM patented sensor validation modeling capabilities. This capability includes a very accurate model of all of the sensors as a function of other sensors of the source operations. For example, in a boiler, the fuel flow, air flow and steam flow are highly interdependent. Similarly, modern plants typically have redundant temperature, flow and pressure measurements. Thus it is possible to estimate any one of these readings as a function of the other sensors. In a similar fashion, all sensor values can be validated by comparing raw values to predicted values as a function of the “peer” sensor data. A raw sensor value that is suspect in relation to its peer readings can be identified. Software CEM uses the sensor validation model as a qualifier to detect sensor failures and to set appropriate alarms. The patented PS-16 compliant reconstruction routine facilitates continued accurate prediction of sensor values while the failed sensor is repaired or replaced. This allows for the uninterrupted reporting of emissions data.
Cost Effective Monitoring & Compliance
Features
• Patented, model-based, software system
• Standardized, software application development and deployment methodology

Benefits
• Lowers installation and maintenance costs
• Higher reliability
• Lower safety risks
• Faster deployment, quicker compliance and ROI
• No labor and material costs associated with operations and maintenance

Highly Accurate and Reliable Emissions Monitoring and Reporting
Features
• Patented Sensor Validation with real-time alerts
• Peer redundancy for reconstructing invalid or missing data
• Pavilion8 Model Analytic Engine

Benefits
• Quality assurance of input data reduces compliance monitoring and reporting errors
• Fast, accurate fault finding and reduces meantime to repair (MTTR)
• Maximizes monitor uptime which eliminates downtime penalties
• Increases operational confidence with respect to emissions performance

Environmental and Industrial Expertise
Features
• Proven experience with global project implementation and maintenance methodologies for diverse emission sources and types
• Local, state, national and global regulatory experience
• Optional, Real-time Environmental Management record-keeping and on-demand reporting

Benefits
• Faster deployment reduces costs and time to achieve and maintain compliance
• Reduces project risk
• Minimizes compliance monitoring, record-keeping and reporting costs
Pavilion 8

Pavilion8 is a modular software platform and the foundation for the Rockwell Automation Information Software & Process Business industry-specific solutions. Leveraging a powerful modeling engine at its core, Pavilion8 includes modules to control, analyze, monitor, visualize, warehouse and integrate that are combined into high-value applications. The Pavilion8 platform is implemented in J2EE and based on a modern Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA). The platform's scalability, flexibility and ease of integration with existing business and plant infrastructure provide a lower total cost of ownership than alternative technologies.

About Rockwell Automation

Rockwell Automation Inc. (NYSE: ROK) is a leading global provider of industrial automation power, control and information solutions that help manufacturers achieve a competitive advantage for their businesses. The company brings together leading global brands in industrial automation that include Allen-Bradley® controls and services and Rockwell Software® factory management software. Headquartered in Milwaukee, Wis., the company employs about 20,000 people serving customers in more than 80 countries.
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